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How does it work? 

Partnering with 

Docs SupportPricing API Docs
Our pricing model is

transparent and
straightforward. Clients

are billed based on a 
per-transaction

calculation, ensuring a
fair and predictable cost

structure. 

Accessing Gathr's API
documentation is

seamless and
comprehensive. Our

documentation covers
everything you need to

seamlessly integrate
and utilise our services. 

Gathr offers full digital onboarding & verification software with powerful modules
that radically changes how businesses onboard customers & verify leads.

Collect transaction information

Verify bank account ownership

Verify ID

Validate ID document

Credit report & score Validate proof of address

Support

What’s the opportunity? 

Reseller recognition: gain trust and
credibility as a recognised Gathr reseller.
Loyalty program: earn rewards for client
referrals. 
Discounted annual renewals for Gathr
clients: offer clients discounted renewals. 

Revenue growth: build and enhance your
revenue streams. 
Contribute to financial access in Africa: play
a crucial role in financial inclusion.
Build a robust support system: contribute
insights and enhance the fintech ecosystem. 

Our responsive
support team is here

to serve both resellers
and their clients,
providing expert

guidance and swift
assistance for a

successful outcome.

Step 1 - Discovery Meeting: Schedule an initial meeting to understand
Gathr and identify potential clients.

Step 2 - Onboarding: Sign on as a reseller, familiarise with Gathr's
functionalities, and get collateral for effective promotion.

Step 3 - Start Earning Commission: Get started with client engagements
and begin earning commissions for successful partnerships.

Become a reseller

Fraud check CIPC verification

Power financial access in Africa with us
When you become a Gathr reseller, you become a technology partner to a leading
fintech group in South Africa. Enabling you to generate revenue while contributing
to the empowerment of financial access in Africa.

Companies use our modules - each with a separate API and can serve as a stand-
alone product or a bundle -  to do the following:

https://meetings-eu1.hubspot.com/michael-bowren/gathr-demo-meeting-first-available-calendar-
https://finch-technologies.gitbook.io/gathr-api-documentation/
https://finch-technologies.gitbook.io/gathr-api-documentation/
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